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Purchasing engagement rings is most important event for everyoneâ€™s life, but sometimes selecting a
perfect ring is a hectic task too. Engagement rings are available in wide varieties of shapes and
sizes for all. So itâ€™s difficult to select the perfect one from varieties of rings. Most of the couples
nowadays purchase the ring together. But, when you are going to purpose someone itâ€™s difficult to
know her/his choice. Here are some tips for purchasing right engagement tips for those who still
believe in love and want to present unique ring for their fiancee.

1.  Listen to what type of jewellery she likes and what type of jewellery she like to wears such as
classic, contemporary or vintage. Find out what types of gemstone she like. Most of the women like
to wear diamond engagement rings but some of them like emeralds, sapphires or rubies.

2.  Sometimes it is better to listen her because sometimes women want to purchase jewellery, while
looking through magazines or passing by the shop windows.

3.  It is also a good idea to ask her female friends or relatives about her choices. But it should be
done silently without knowing her.

4.  You can decide yourself which type of rings will look better in her hand. If she has long finger it is
better to buy diamonds that have cuts with more surface area. Sometimes it also good to buy bold
rings styles for long fingers.

5.  Ring size is the most important thing that should be considered while selecting an engagement
ring. It is best idea to take help from her family members or friends to know the size of ring.

6.  If you have idea about diamond shape your girlfriend likes, it is better to purchase a loose ring.
But before buying a loose diamond, be sure that diamond comes with a GIA or HRD certificate.

7.  Find a jeweller you trust. You can get best ideas from him.

These are some important tips that should be kept in mind while selecting a perfect ring for your
fiancee. Engagement rings in Dublin are famous for their exclusive designs and prices. If you are
looking for wide ranges of engagement rings, Engagement rings Dublin may be better option for you.
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